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Chapter 1121

Bastian panicked a little as Finkin-Gate was coming his way. He was very familiar with the

feeling of a slap like that coming down from Finkin-Gate, because he had been hit so often that he
was more familiar with such an image than anyone else ......

Bastian instinctively went to grab something, and that's when he grabbed Avril's wrist,
and he did it so hard that his grip turned Avril's arm purple. Avril soothed him, went hard to

comfort him and said softly, "He's not here for you, he's not here for you."

Bastian didn't believe it, "He must have come looking for me or he would still be looking
for death, Avril I should never have come to see your male companion, I should have let this face
give you one to lose, now well, I'm going to be humiliated again, I, Bastian, am going to be

humiliated again! Avril, even if my brother begs you, go and get engaged to André, I want to
leave Toulouse!" Bastian begged with a sobbing voice even after he finished, he looked inside the
curious eyes of everyone around him, it felt like every one of them was watching with mockery,
his body couldn't help but tremble, tremble violently ......

Avril tugged on his arm to keep him from panicking like this, and she tried her best to

comfort Bastian, "He's here to find Lin Hao, not you."

"Avril, you still have to lie to me, how could he have gone to a Chinese? That Chinese

man has as big a poker hand as I have? Finkin Gatt must have come over to me, he's going to
beat me up again and then use that in proving his Gatt family's strength ......" Bastian was like a
child, crying and begging ......



Lin Hao are looking drunk, fear a person fear like this, to say the truth, he is not see, only
again thought of Avril family strength and the Gaiter family inside the biochemical power, indeed
in front of the Gaiter family is not worth mentioning.

The other two were not bound by family ties, and how could they enter another family's
yard to help watch the door when they had so easily become human?

"He's getting closer, closer again ......" Bastian's voice knotted and he kept shrinking

behind Avril, trying to hide behind Avril and avoid the sight of Finkin Gatt, except that Finkin
Gatt was his nightmare and he couldn't ignore Finkin Gatt's presence if he caught a whiff of
him ......

"Close again ...... I don't want ......"

"I don't ......"

The only sound in the room was Bastian's faint plea for help ......

Finally Finkin Gatt walked up to Lin Hao, this being who had appeared in an

incomparably domineering and arrogant manner that had caught everyone's attention, now after

finishing his good grooming attire, with a smile, stood neatly and incomparably in front of Lin

Hao, he looked like a porter, like a waiter, to serve the person in front of him, that is, to serve Lin
Hao ......



Such a picture made countless people rub their eyes, Manny's little sisters chattering and
arguing, the afterglow saw this place, stopped pinching in their hands, froze, then rubbed their

eyes, rubbed again, only to see Manny laughing lightly, as if she had long known that such a

picture would exist ......

Just Manny is also stunned state, such a horrible picture, even after seeing the
respectfulness of Almonds to Lin Hao, but also can not be associated with Finkin-Gate will also
be such an attitude, Almonds in the end is only Finkin-Gate butler, servant, can not represent
Finkin-Gate ......

Just such a picture, really and truly? Closed Iyi Yi Jie Ai Di? It's there, it's showing
now ......

Manny didn't believe it, and how could William Young dare to believe it. Almand hadn't
lied to him, but was it too late to regret it now? Definitely too late, that slap of fiery pain, now
seems to be tearing the corners of his mouth, only such pain, in the bottom of his heart, now is not

considered pain, because he knows that Finkin-Gate's bullying, is not so simple, he himself will

be subsequently punished, as to what kind of punishment, he does not know at all ......

"What kind of being is he anyway? A Chinese man, ah, he's just a Chinese man? Why,
why!" William Yang hissed in his heart, staring at Lin Hao with a deadly stare.

At this moment, Lin Hao was still as calm as when he entered, and he only smiled in the
face of Finkin-Gate's respectful appearance. Facing such a scene, also just smiled ......

"Mr. Lin, it's my failure to arrange, I'll let this auction start immediately, I don't know
what you want to order ......"



Finkin-Gate spoke, incomparably humble appearance, respectful like a servant leading
orders with his master ......

Chapter 1122

"Whew!" The countless people who were holding their breath finally breathed slowly, followed by

countless ragged breaths, they couldn't believe, still can't believe, that the tone of Finkin-Gate's
statement could be like this, so, so respectful ......

Such respect, in their eyes, was the humility of the Gaither family, whose creed, after all,
is supreme dominance!

Only Lin Hao waved his hand and instructed Finkin-Gate, "The auction will just start, as
long as it is not delayed, nothing else will happen."

Finkin-Gate bowed once again and then walked over to William Yang. Looked at the

shocked and frozen Yang William, and did not feel humble, but like a congregation that received
credit, happy and satisfied, Yang William looked again, but still ready to immediately open his

mouth and say, I immediately want the auction to open ......

The actual fact is that you have to be able to get a lot more than just a few of the most
important things in the world.Why don't you get the hell out of here and arrange for the auction to
take place? If you delay for one more second, do you believe I will make you lose your face, just
like me!" He ran forward with his face covered, but as he raised his legs to run, Finkin-Gate
kicked him again, causing him to fall on his back. He got up and ran again immediately, with
pain and shock and fear on his face ......



He was afraid that he had offended Lin Hao. And Finkin-Gate respected Lin Hao so

much ...... he was finished ......

Batistian looked at the back of Finkin-Gate, found that he was really as if he did not find
himself, also did not have the same before, looking for a what you dress today has lost the

etiquette of the nobility, and then came up to give him a slap such behavior action, Batistian first
felt so easy and natural in front of Finkin-Gate ......

Just when he was secretly grateful, Finkin-Gate walked up again, this walk, put him
scared, and shrunk behind Avril, Avril tugged him, but no, Batistean afraid of Finkin-Gate is the
bone, although just now some recovery, but that is all grateful ......

"Mr. Lin." Finkin-Gate greeted Lin Hao respectfully before leading him inside the cabin of

the auction.

Lin Hao nodded and followed the path Finkin-Gate guided him towards the front, while
Finkin-Gate walked up to Avril's side and said softly, "This way please, esteemed Miss Avril."

"No!" Bastian saw that Avril was leaving him, and for a moment it was as if Bastian, who
had lost the last straw, simply went mad and shouted frantically no. This life also scared Lin Hao

for a moment, and looked back at Finkin-Gate and Bastian.

The actual fact is that you can find a lot of people who are not able to get a good deal on
a lot of things. The ground Sam closed the ground er Wuyi? I'm sorry, Mr. Bastian, it was my



fault earlier. Please don't take it to heart, I will never be as confused as I was before, and you

please ......"

"You, what did you say? What did you just, what were you talking about? I ......" Bastian
slowly stepped forward, feeling that he was under a delusion, that Finkin-Gate had just apologised
to him again? This? That was why? How was that possible? This was Finkin-Gate, the former
first heir to the Gates family?

How could he apologise to himself?

Finkin-Gate smiled, "Because your sister is Mr. Lin's lady friend. So it is necessary for

me to apologize to you, for my previous behavior, Mr. Bastian, please forget your previous
unpleasant behavior, your Bastian Power Company, I will not be obstructing its expansion to the
entire southern city, of course, the reason for this is all because of Mr. Lin ......" After finishing
Finkin Gaite looked at Lin Hao as if he was taking credit ......

This put Bastian are dumbfounded, this own despise, before good words almost

humiliated the sister male companion actually has such a horrible identity?

Bastian is such a smart person, so he immediately ran up ......

Chapter 1123

"Venerable Mr. Lin, it was my confusion before that I dared to contradict you and despise you.
Now I have decided that in the future, if Avril chooses to be with you at home, I will stand on

Avril's side no matter what kind of hardship the choice before me is, I will unconditionally stand
on Avril's side with you ......"



Facing Bastian's flattery, Lin Hao just smiled and did not say anything. But when he
twisted his head he saw Avril's shy and incomparably happy and sweet appearance, he was also
lost in thought for a while ......

Finally is to the auction cabin, Yang William face was beaten red and swollen, what
treatment means did not use, top are red and swollen face in busy ......

He is trying to wear a sin...? The first thing you need to do is to get the best out of it. ...

"Mr. Lin, Mr. Lin, this way please." William Yang walked up and said one after the other

as he guided Lin Hao to the position Finkin-Gate had arranged to play earlier.

William Yang was quite grateful to his own staff for arranging such two eye-catching
positions, and thinking that he could use this performance to dispel the slightest hint of anger in

Lin Hao's heart, William Yang was all set to give him a 10,000 euro tip after the banquet was

over ......

However, just as his heart was faintly pleased with his actions, Finkin-Gate came up and
slapped him, "This is the seat I personally installed, what qualifications do you have to arrange?
Get off to the side ......"

William Young was slapped and looked at Finkin-Gate with a dumbfounded expression,
shocked once again. This was the seat that Finkin-Gate had personally assembled and placed?



Not just him, but the noble men and women who came out in quick succession behind

him were in shock ......

Once again, they entered into the discussion, what is the identity of this man?

In fact, when Finkin-Gate first treated Lin Hao with respect, they were asking those around
them, what exactly was this man's identity? Only none of them knew, after all, Lin Hao was just
a Chinese.

Not really, after all, Lin Hao's identity as the strategic CEO of Lin's new investment in the

Asia Pacific region was still revealed, but surely they didn't believe that Lin Hao's identity was
just that simple, after all, if it was that simple, it would be so out of line with the Gaiter family's
style of handling things? It's not like the super conglomerates haven't been in Toulouse before,
but they haven't seen anyone from the Gaiter family face them in such a lowly and humble

manner ......

If they knew that he had cut off half of Finkin-Gate's face, I wonder what would happen to
them, how would they be shocked? Would their jaws drop?

Haha, it's comforting to think of that image ......

"Mr. Lin, sit down. Miss Avril, you do too. I have prepared a gift for you and Mr. Lin
Hao ......" said Finkin Gatt with a fawning smile.



Lin Hao nodded and gestured for him to start the auction quickly, "Let the auction start
right away."

"Those who should enter quickly, stop dawdling, if anyone dares to delay for another ten

seconds, I will let his legs stay on the spot!" The people who were still looking a bit lazy in their
entrance were all of a sudden so scared that they didn't dare you to push me to enter slowly to find
their seats, but immediately found a seat and sat down casually, some even lost their shoes, some
even had their trousers ripped, but they didn't dare to turn around to get their lost shoes and get up
to straighten their clothes, because this was the order of Finkin-Gate ......

When everything was ready, the auction began.

What Lin Hao wants is to tell the people at this party, at the finale, that he is the owner of
Gorfint Castle, that he is Lin Hao, that he is the chairman of the Porte Group, that he is qualified to
be the newly promoted nobleman of Toulouse, and that he is happy if the people present, are
willing to recognize him, but of course he doesn't care if they don't ......

He is here to tell the Church of Toulouse of his determination and of his own worth ......

He wants to attract the attention of the church, that's what he's doing ......

If he is not worthy now, then he will let Lin's new investment lean on the Porte Group to

double the size of the Porte Group and then see if the Church will come to him, and if that doesn't
work, he will let Lin's new investment lean on the Porte Group again to expand the size of the

Porte Group again ......



And as long as the church does not recognize his identity, he will use Lin's new
investment resources again and again to smash the Porte Group, even if smashing, he will smash
a local super group out of Toulouse, at that time, his status human and financial resources are

comparable to the top noblemen, he does not believe that the church still does not recognize his
identity, and still in the process can not contact the presence of church personnel ......

Avril leaned on Lin Hao's shoulder, she felt that she was the happiest woman in the world
at this moment. A man with such great strength, which is not the partner girls dream of. And she

was aware in like Lin Hao, not because Lin Hao has such an identity, she knows Lin Hao such a
person identity is also step after step contact and learned, she likes just Lin Hao this person, and
not his background ...... these are just on top of this like more like... ...

Anna was placed beside Bastian, she looked at the picture of Avril and Lin Hao intimate,
and saw Finkin-Gate beside like a waiter, personally serving them, her heart felt bet this breath,
no matter how can not breathe up, because such a presence, originally she also had the opportunity
to become, only because of George, she again in the heart secretly cursed George is not something,
pitted her lifetime of happiness ......

Super Son-in-law Chapter 1124-1126
Chapter 1124

Batistean felt that this was the most relaxed moment of his life, he had never imagined that a scene
like this would exist today, that Finkin-Gate would apologise to himself and would grovel before

his sister. To be honest, he still quite doted on his sister, and he had been afraid before that

Finkin-Gate would run into his sister and humiliate his sister Avril. In fact, how to put it, the
reason why Avril could study in China was related to the Gait family, and as to why their family
would be suppressed and humiliated by the Gait family, he knew that too. Because which family
like theirs hadn't been humiliated by the Gaite family?

As for why they were humiliated, wasn't it because Bigir, one of Toulouse's three senior
biochemicals, was in the Gaite family? That existence, which can destroy the heavens and the



earth, is enough to subvert any of the big super families in Toulouse, so the Gaiter family used this
matter to become more and more prosperous in Toulouse ......

The fact is that after that one night, it's not like the family didn't contact the other two
senior biochemists, only to be humiliated by the other side, saying that for such a small amount
of money, they dare to let them come out as watchdogs, do they think that a little money can do
whatever they want in this world?

It is also because they have sought out and seen again the terror of the other two senior

biochemists that they are so fearful of the Gaither family and allow their family to humiliate
them ......

But although no high level biochemicals exist in their family, there are still low level

biochemicals that exist. And now today there is an intermediate biochemist came to this side, but
what the other party wants, Bastian will not have the right to ask, and also told him, let him not to

say anything blindly at the banquet, as well as when you see anything, all have to pretend to know
nothing, Bastian naturally do not dare to go forward to ask, only a nod, but the heart is still more
curious, after all, look at the other party's appearance, certainly not just him The other side of the

family must be more than just him, there must be other families, and what their purpose is,
Bastian can't know ......

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you're getting into.

A man who was so eager to show off that he had everything in place, but had no chance to
show off, how could he not feel bad?



At the gesture of Armand's eyes, Finkin-Gate finally asked, "Mr. Lin, I wonder what kind
of auction items you are interested in, I will call them up for you?"

"No need, you guys just follow the normal auction process, as for anything I really like, I
will just ask for it when the time comes." Lin Hao was embarrassed by Finkin Gaite's enthusiasm,
that said, this kid put down his body like this, such humility, still impressed him, after all, this is
at least one of the most popular figures in Toulouse, how can he be so humble?

Of course if he knew that it was because he wanted to do as well as Bigel and then be
rewarded by him, I wonder what Lin Hao would think ......

Finkin-Gate shut his mouth slightly and just thought for a moment and whispered, "Mr.
Lin, Almand said that Mr. Bigil was also over here, and I see that he must be looking for

Mohammad Kato for you. But seeing as he hasn't been by your side, I think he must not have
found it by now, so I was wondering if I should send my mercenary squad to do some

reconnaissance scouting?"

Finkin-Gate, who spoke, spoke plainly, and Lin Hao, who listened to him, was also calm,?
But Bastian, who was sitting behind them, was shocked to the point where his jaw dropped!

Chapter 1125

What is the name of the company? Bigil is in?

And what does it say, that Bigir is looking for Mohammedan khattus for Lin Ho? Who

was Mohammed Kato? He must know, the mysterious leader of the 'X' organization, the expert



that their family was interested in contacting and wanted to recruit, but unfortunately he was so
high-minded that he didn't even give them a chance to meet ......

This is, of course, Mohammed Katou. And Mohammed Katou is a world away from Bigir,
what can compare to Bigir? Apart from the other two senior cyborgs, honestly, all the mid-level
cyborgs are nothing in front of them ......

The fact that such a powerful Bigir, a Bigir who could crush their super family, was
looking forMohammad Kato for Lin Hao would not have been believed even if William Yang had
said so, had Finkin-Gate not said so.

It was tantamount to saying that the Church was going to let their family dominate the
underground environment of Toulouse. How is this possible, although their family is rich in
wealth, but the hard power to control the underground, really can't ......

The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the

market.

Then why hadn't she told me? If he had known that this brother-in-law was so terribly

strong, he would not have offended him just now. Bastian hated to fling himself two slaps, after
all, quietly offending such a strong man, I am afraid it is the biggest loss in his life, I have to find
time to take care of the relationship with him, not to let him how good he is to himself, and not to
let him bear a grudge against him... ...

I'll have to find out who he is afterwards ......



The auction finally came to an end, as for what Finkin-Gate said about going to help him
find Mohammad Kato, Lin Hao also took it as a listen, on Finkin-Gate's mercenary squad, can
still find Mohammad Kato, they money to go is not the same as alarming the snake? The money

would be more than worth the loss, so Lin Hao gave the order for Finkin-Gate not to be clever all
the time, some times helping out is just like that, Lin Hao will not allow anyone to stumble on his

way to save Shen Xi Yan, he does not care whether the other party is well-intentioned or

unintentional.

Lin Hao's excitement came a little bit, because what he was going to do would be done

soon, and that was the purpose of coming to this auction ......

In fact, not only Fenjin Ghat's inner struggle, Almand is also difficult ah, one of the most
difficult is William Yang, he organized this party inside the auction, how can I say, have
scavenged countless treasures, but this horrible Mr. Lin, can not look at a single piece, hiding in
the corner of the shivering William Yang from time to time Fenjin Ghat's murderous eyes, deep
inside, covered with fear ......

He was like a puppy enduring the cold wind, the silent cold wind he did not know when

it would blow over, but every time it blew over, it would make him suffer for a while ......

As for what to say about giving Cullinan to Anna, he didn't even dare to think about it,
something so out of the limelight, if he dared to show off in front of Finkin-Gate at this moment,
maybe he would have to be thrown into the Garonne River by Finkin-Gate, of course death would
not kill him, but the wretched look of drinking a few mouthfuls of water would definitely have to

be done, even if he could swim, even if his bodyguards would save him, but they wouldn't dare
to save him in the first place ......

Ina picked up the host script, also the auction item creed, in fact, how to say it, her gaze
has always fallen on the crowd, sitting in the middle of the most Chinese man's face, she has



heard a lot about this youth, what a graceful, always a calm look when things go wrong, no matter
who is in front of him, will be incomparably inferior. Even if it was William Young who had

organised the banquet, or Bastian of the super family, and even the terrifying Finkin-Gate, of
whom this belonged to Finkin-Gate the most offensive, after all, you see him now as a bull,
simply insulting the dignity of the Gates family, but no one said so in front of Finkin-Gate, but in
any case, she already thought that in the next period of time will be circulated Such a scene would
provide the laughing stock of countless Toulouse nobles for the rest of the day ......

Chapter 1126

Of course this was afterwards, Ina was now worried about the present moment, this horrible
Chinese gentleman, for their auction items, as if none of them were very interested, from the time

they entered the room, they all looked like they were on cloud nine ......

To be honest, it's not that Lin Hao doesn't have objects he likes, it's just that because Shen
Xiyan is not around, he doesn't know who to give these pricey objects to and who to give them to

for appreciation, as for saying anything about raising his hand to give them to Ai Weier, he
doesn't think he can do it ......

"The grand finale of this auction will be auctioned today, the Cullinan 26 diamond!"

Ina shouted in a high tone of voice that mobilised the emotions. As the objects were
brought out for auction one at a time, the sound was already very loud, and seeing that Lin Hao

didn't care about the vocalizations around him, he didn't stop them from shouting, so when the
Cullinan was to be brought out for auction, they raised their arms and shouted, and countless

celebrity and noble ladies looked enviously at the Cullinan diamond, which was taken out from
inside the box, and the light hit its diamond surface, emitting a dazzling The diamond was the

embodiment of love and a symbol of status. She was wishing for the diamond, wishing she could
stay with Lin Hao forever ......



Anna is also looking at the Cullinan diamond, this one diamond is simply too beautiful,
than she saw in any jewellery and jade shop inside the diamond is not, she also went to the royal
museum inside to visit the princesses crown diamonds, but they are not as exquisite and
transparent as this diamond, it is too gorgeous, and at the same time she thought, Yang William

said to give this diamond to himself, her heart full of satisfaction overflowed out on her face, she
is not nothing to gain.

Although Anna had received the Lamborghini Poison, she would also get the most

dazzling and eye-catching Cullinan of the night!

"It is the most dazzling presence in our auction, and it is also the king of the diamond

world above this world - the Cullinan! When the world's largest diamond, the Cullinan, was
mined, countless people marvelled at how big and beautiful and natural it was. Of course it was
decomposed afterwards, but even after it was decomposed, each of its diamonds became an even
more dazzling presence, a symbol of status for princes and nobles, such as the inlay in the crowns
of their queens, such as the one that was a symbol of power in the sceptre of their church ......"

"And the object we are auctioning today is a small piece of the Cullinan Diamond! Here,
we start the bidding with no reserve and no cap!"

"And let us also see which lady, which happy lady it will belong to, and whether the lady
who gets it tonight, when she faces the sun tomorrow morning, will be as red as the warm spring

sun beating on her face, or will sleep into the night ......" The F's are all exaggerators and
romantics, and at such a grand banquet, the host drove straight in front of everyone ......

But the aristocrats on the floor didn't care, but each looked at their female companions

and were all ready to start making a move to power ......



Even if they don't want to spend the night with their girlfriends, they want to show off at

this party, to show the nobles present their strength, and then to expand their cooperation and

pursue another opportunity in their careers, but of course if Finkin-Getter had spoken, no one
would have dared to pursue anything imaginary, after all, if one were to say who was the most
humiliated by Finkin-Getter in the whole of Toulouse, one person would come to mind without

thinking, and that would be Bastian ......

A man who was once so popular, so unbeatable, so promising. Then a stumble, all
because to steal the limelight with Finkin Gatt, steal the limelight from Lamborghini Poison, and
then the downfall can be imagined, just? whisking the earth to love to cover zero whisking the

land to love? Only to see Finkin-Gate is like a mouse seeing a cat, scared half to death ......

Super Son-in-law Chapter 1127-1128
Chapter 1127

Ina knocked on one of the hammers used for auctions, signalling exactly that to start the auction.

The hammer had only just bridged down when a middle-aged man, full of wealth,
shouted, "Eight million!" He was worth a lot of money, hundreds of millions too.

This was Toulouse after all, the top of the whole southern city, which in turn was the
economy of country F to be low, and all the people with money were very much ......

Lin Hao looked back, a diamond eight million, or the starting price, but according to his
knowledge, the price of this diamond, eventually will be several hundred million, before he
thought so finished.



"Eight million is like getting Cullinan? You're too funny, aren't you? Eighteen million!" A
young nobleman stood up and scoffed, while putting his arm around the beautiful woman beside

him and calling out in a high profile manner.

Anna had seen aristocratic auctions before, but it was rare to see such a direct increase of
ten million, and at the same time, looking at the Cullinan that belonged to her, her heart was
overflowing with satisfaction.

Bastian also wanted to bid, but saw the Finkin-Gate starting lever standing beside Lin Hao
serving Lin Hao has not moved.

Yang William has not yet come to his bid, of course, even when it came to his bid, he did
not dare to shout the price, now then dare to wind up? Closed ground whisked closed Yi whisked

ground Shan? Head, may be again by Finkin-Gate to come a few big slap, so stifled, hiding
inside the corner, hate no one can see him ......

"Eighteen million and you dare to be so arrogant?" A fat, fat nobleman sneered, standing
up with a kingly, domineering-like feeling, "Thirty million!"

At the same time when his thirty million was shouted out, the whole room elicited the first

burst of chants, that is to say, this thirty million was enough to shock countless people ......

Lin Hao, who was watching the show in general, had actually seen this kind of scene

many times. Looking at the gorgeousness of the diamond, to be honest if Shen Xiyan was by his
side, he would have spent enough to auction off the diamond, but unfortunately Shen Xiyan was
not there, so he did not have much of a mind on the auction, but watched quietly ......



Manny couldn't help but physically tremble when he heard the 30 million, 30 million ah,
it's on 30 million now, it's definitely going to be higher later. Yet knowing who Cullinan would
belong to, Manny waited in anticipation and nervousness ......

Her group of girlfriends looked at Manny so nervous and couldn't help but scoff, "Manny,
you haven't found a young nobleman either, what are you so nervous about, is anyone else going
to give you Cullinan? Don't even think about it!"

"Haha, Manny it's thirty million dollars, who would give it to you, well well, don't be
nervous." Another BFF jumped out and mocked.

Manny didn't listen to their taunts and didn't bother to refute them, instead she looked at

Lin Hao and Ai Weier.

They followed Manny's gaze to look at Ai Weier and Lin Hao. Faced with such a

terrifying presence as Lin Hao, their hearts trembled, only to look at Manny's appearance and
shake their heads in disappointment, unable to stop themselves from sneering in a low voice,
"Manny what's the use of looking at him? Would he even look at you? Stop it."

"Yeah, yeah, Manny stop looking, you won't get him." The succession of voices continued
to taunt again, Manny was unmoved but replied softly, "I said Cullinan would belong to her and

that she Avril wouldn't have to put in her own asking price, do you remember?" Speaking here,
Manny deliberately bought a shut up ......



At once her group of girlfriends and sisters looked at you, and finally all shook their heads.
One of them, the white dress beauty from before, stood out and said, "Did you even see him exit

his bid? You said that Cullinan belongs to Avril, and with Avril's own price, it's true that it's fine,
after all, the last thing their family needs is money, but you're saying that you don't need Avril to

bid yet? Should it be Bastian? Manny, what are you thinking, Bastian is a joke in front of Finkin
Gatt, look at him now, what a disgrace to the nobility ......"

Manny shook her head, her own group of girlfriends still had preconceptions about the

Chinese, but what she heard was from Mr. Armand himself, was that wrong? It must be

right ......

After all, Mr. Armand is the one who is there to help Finkin-Gate with her life, he arranges
Finkin-Gate's affairs, big and small, and he will be the first to know what Finkin-Gate is going to
do, so how can his words not be believed? What does he say about being a mere servant? But

what reason could she have to doubt the veracity of Mr. Armand's words when all the things he
had just done had been corroborated all along the way?

Chapter 1128

"Manny is really mad and keeps speaking up for this Chinese guy, does she like this Chinese guy
too? Fuck me, what the hell is going on in Toulouse? What is wrong with the nobles? Why does

everyone favour a Chinese guy? And so obsessed with him ......"

"Thirty million once, thirty million twice ......" Ina deliberately paused here while looking
at Lin Hao and Finkin-Gate.

Not only Ina was waiting for news from Finkin-Gate, but many people were also waiting,
and that was the main character, the two main characters. No, Lin Hao is the main character ......



Avril's violet eyes were full of hope inside as she looked at Lin Hao. Ina's speech and the
current atmosphere all gave her a feeling of getting this diamond. No, given to her by the person
she likes that means it is a symbol of passing love, so she is still somewhat expecting Lin Hao to
auction off the diamond and give it to her at the bottom of her heart ......

Finkin-Gate naturally won't start bidding now, if it's only worth 30 million he'll bid,
that's simply too much to look down on him, although he also knows that if he starts talking now,
no one will bother to bid with him, but he resents that the bidding price is low and not up to his

grade ......

"Fifty million!" There was a muddy voice that rang out, and only after he had watched

Finkin-Gate for a long time and found that Finkin-Gate had no intention of bidding did he speak.
And the woman standing beside him shuddered, fifty million, fifty million. She was worth fifty
million dollars to him, and she felt that even if she went home with him tonight, she wouldn't lose
too much!

She was a famous piano virtuoso in the country of F, and the young man was one of her

many students, she had been his piano teacher since he was fourteen, and they had known each

other for six years. But today, this mouthful of 50 million, really let her heart that has been half of
the door, all open ......

Love is like this, when pursued, it doesn't always come, but when half-heartedly and
unintentionally, it often works wonders ......

"Fifty million! Oh, fifty million, someone's offered fifty million! Fifty million once! Fifty
million ......" exclaimed Ina, using her voice to spur every noble in the room to bid again.



"Fifty million. That's enough to win the heart of every woman in the room, but is there
only one $50 million man who wants to win the heart of the woman beside him? Is there no one

else?" Ina stimulated every man's heart to hunt. She took the table book and marked underneath

it to just stimulate the group of nobles, never mind how high the price was raised, just raise it
anyway. And the second time each bid was repeated, that is, before the hammer fell, there was a
long pause for them to eat the bids.

Underneath this sentence the standard reads, Finkin-Gate commanded ......

"Eighty million!" A fat nobleman stood up and said through clenched teeth, he hadn't
actually really expected the price for a small Cullinan to bid so high, he had to admire Ina's
ability to host it.

"This is my first and last bid. I don't think there should be any more competition within

the room after this price is said to come down." He went on, and the words had spoken to the

hearts of countless people.

"So I hope that everyone doing this will give a face, I really do love this woman beside

me!" He finished by looking at the girl beside him and very arrogantly and dominantly went to

cup her face, the pretty woman covered her mouth in shock, but with such a confession she was
still kissed on the mouth by him.

This? Yivu pickaxi xixianshandi? The man had been chasing her for a long time, only
they hadn't had a substantial relationship, and they had been at this standstill for a long, long time,
and the man was still happy ......



Finkin-Gate knew him as an elder of his uncle's generation. If he had stood up to speak at

a normal time, Finkin-Gate would never have retorted, but today was a rare opportunity for him to

show off in front of Lin Hao, and he would never have missed it, so he stood up and shouted.

"One hundred million!"

"Ouch!"

Super Son-in-law Chapter 1129-1130
Chapter 1129

One hundred million.

One hundred million! It is rare to see a hundred million at an auction, unless it is a large
international kind of auction, that is where the really rich sit on top and belong to the world

renowned rich, in that kind of auction, will often explode a hundred million, several hundred
million final bids. But here now at this moment, after all, it is a hundred million euros, not a
hundred million yuan ......

Lin Hao looked at Finkin-Gate and wondered somewhat why he was bidding, then the
next moment, before Ina could say the hammer, he said directly to Lin Hao, "Mr. Lin, I'll give the
Cullinan to Avril for you."

After saying that he directly instructed to Ina, "Take out the Cullinan and give it to Miss

Avril!"



Without waiting for Ina's reaction, Armand ran upwards. Lin Hao looked directly stunned,
what was all this? A forced purchase and a forced gift?

He looked at Avril again and found that Avril had been so moved that she had started to
shed tears. She had been expecting Lin Hao to shout out a price, but had been watching Lin Hao's
indifference. When others shouted 80 million, she was very touched when she watched others

make deep confessions, but she also knew that it had come to this point, Lin Hao would no longer
open his mouth, so she stopped expecting it, but, but now ......

The first thing you need to do is to get a new one. It means that Lin Hao had prepared this
surprise for her a long time ago and that's why he was indifferent to what they had done ......

She was so happy!

She stood up and went straight up and kissed Lin Hao. Lin Hao was dumbfounded again,
this Finkin-Gate so what happened, how to make it so melodramatic, directly moved Avril to

tears.

Looking at Lin Hao's bitter and laughing look, Finkin-Gate was incomparably happy.

He said to Armand, "Mr. Armand, do you see how I have done? Did I give Mr. Lin a big
surprise?"

After all, Almand was a servant, his ability to read words was definitely better than

Finkin-Gate's, and within the look he saw, Lin Hao was incomparably helpless ......



The rich middle-aged tycoon didn't look angry at Finkin-Gate's sudden shouting, he was
relieved to see who Finkin-Gate was shouting for, in fact, everyone present cared immensely

about Lin Hao's and Finkin-Gate's every move, and just because they were shouting like mad

doesn't mean they ignored the terrifying presence of Lin Hao ......

Anna froze, directly on the spot, what is going on?What's going on here?What happened

to the Cullinan that William Yang said he would give to her? She was thrilled and excited for

every shouted price, even her heart was in Lin Hao and him only, for a brief so moment favoring?
Zero Love Lu Love Lu Fu Er Er? The result is telling her that she is happy for nothing? How can

she accept this?

This was the only chance she had to be on an equal footing with Avril, to pull back the one
chance she had to lose in front of Lin Hao because of her beauty. But now, no more! She was
defeated in front of Avril. She stared at Yang William and found him applauding with the same

great excitement as a second dog, the applause was so wretched and humble that she once again

shed tears of remorse ......

Once there was a supreme and incomparable love in front of her, but she chose to think
backwards about money, and then she shed silent tears all her life because of this one choice ......

Chapter 1130

It was as if William Young had forgotten about this one thing. As for Bastian, he was jumping up
and down with excitement, and the presence of Anna, a clinging figure, was gone from inside his

head. He was so? Lu Yan Aiyi closed the Shanwu? The reason for this is that Lin Hao's
relationship with Finkin-Getter is too strong, so that Finkin-Getter will not be able to humiliate
him in the future, he no longer has to keep a low profile every time he appears, and even some

times, in order not to run into Finkin-Getter, or the people of the Getter family, he will step on the
spot beforehand, pretending to be a staff member to the scene, and only after confirming that



there are no people from the Getter family, will he reveal his true appearance. He knew that from

this moment onwards, he would not be able to see his real face. ......

But he knew that from this moment on, he no longer had to be so humble, he was still the
same young man as before and could strut his stuff as a superstar on Toulouse! And he vowed to
follow Lin Hao from now on, no matter what, and to support him no matter what. To be Lin Hao's
number one doggy, just like Finkin-Gate ......

Only if Finkin Gatt knew that Bastian was going to steal the number one doggie from him,
I'm afraid he would have to duel and duke it out with Bastian.Why is it no longer the same stomp

as before? It's all because he can also see that Lin Hao's relationship with Avril is not simple. If
Avril had a relationship with Lin Hao and established it, then Bastian would be Lin Hao's
brother-in-law, would he dare to beat up Lin Hao's brother-in-law? Definitely he wouldn't dare!
Give him a hundred guts, he wouldn't dare, he is now looking forward to his good realisation,
when Lin Hao can let him regain his handsome face ......

In the midst of the enthusiastic applause, Lin Hao did not push Avril away after all. How
to say it, this is the other party's etiquette. He thought that if he was in China, such a picture would
definitely not appear, because Chinese women are subtle and would definitely not do such a move
after only meeting each other for a short while ......

Sure enough, the Chinese are still too unfamiliar with such manners, too unaccustomed to
it ......

With a warm applause, Avril's enthusiasm only slowly fell.



Avril took the Cullinan, tears still streaming down her face as she turned red and said to

Lin Hao, "Thank you, thank you. I'm really touched, I can't help it too much, Lin Hao, thank you,
I love this gift so much."

Faced with Avril's true confession, Lin Hao smiled bitterly, he spoke without a word,
instead he walked up and gently stroked her head, soothing her emotions. For as he watched the

scene, it had reached a very high level of emotion and with all the nobles gathered, what he was
about to do, could now begin!

"So sweet. So happy." Manny clenched her fists, more moved and excited than if she were
the heroine herself. And her little sisters, watching in fascination, were incredibly envious of
Avril ......

"Wow, she's so happy. The most beautiful look of happiness I've ever seen should be this

moment. Manny, she's just so happy, Lin Hao is so handsome! How can he be so handsome, he's
like a gift sent down from God to Avril!"

"Yes, Avril is so happy, Lin Hao is so handsome. If it were me, I definitely wouldn't be
loose with Lin Hao so soon, I'd be leading Li Hao to a small room at this very moment ......"

"Your ideas, always so edgy, yet so seasonal!"

"Haha ......"



Faced with this group of double standard girlfriends, Manny was desperate, but then
thought of many things, she found that their countrymen really had no opinion and were very

good at seeing the wind, which made her sick, but helpless, because she couldn't break off
relations with them directly ......
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